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ABSTRACT 
Finitely generated linearly ordered Riesz spaces are described, leading to a proof that the variety of Riesz 
spaces is generated as a quasivariety by the Riesz space R of real numbers. The finitely generated Riesz 
spaces are also described: they are the subalgebras of real-valued function spaces on root systems of 
finite height. 
Riesz spaces are lattice-ordered vector spaces in which vector addition and positive 
scalar multiplication are compatible with the lattice order; they are also known as 
vector lattices. Each Riesz space is then an algebra (A, +, v, A, {~}~c~, 0), where 
we consider each k 6 JR as a unary operation on A. The class 7"£ of all Riesz spaces 
is axiomatized by a standard set of identities, namely, the vector space identities, 
lattice identities and the compatibility identities: x + (y v z) = (x + y) v (x + z) 
and k(x v y) = )~x v )~y for all ~./> 0. As such, 7~ forms a variety of algebras 
in the universal algebraic sense, hence it is closed under arbitrary products (P), 
homomorphic images (H) and subalgebras (S). In this paper we give a direct 
and elementary proof that 7~ = HSP(R), i.e., ~ is generated as a variety by the 
Riesz space on the real numbers R. In fact, we prove the stronger esult that 
7~ = SPPu(R), where Pu is the ultraproduct class operator, i.e., 7~ is generated 
as a quasivariety by JR. 
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These results are not new, 7~ = HSP(R) was proved in [1] and ~ = SPPu(~) 
was proved in [3] using a representation theorem developed in that paper. We feel, 
however, that the proofs given here offer extra insight into the structure of Riesz 
spaces. Our method is to describe the finitely generated linearly ordered Riesz 
spaces and show that each such algebra may be embedded into an ultraproduct 
of R. Building on this result, we also describe all finitely generated Riesz spaces: 
they are the subalgebras of real-valued function spaces on root systems of finite 
height. Again, our proof of this result is an elementary one. 
Our strategy is as follows. Let A be any Riesz space. 
• A is embeddable into I-I Bi, where each Bi is a linearly ordered Riesz space. 
• We use the fact that each Riesz space can be embedded into an ultraproduct of 
its finitely generated subalgebras. 
• We show that if B is a finitely generated linearly ordered Riesz space, then B 
n is isomorphic to ~Lex, the lexicographically ordered ~n, for some n • N. The 
lexicographic order on R n is defined by: (xl . . . . .  xn) ~<Lex (Yl . . . . .  Yn) iff the 
right-most nonzero entry in (yl - xl . . . . .  yn - xn) is positive. 
• We show that each lexicographically ordered II~" can be embedded into an 
ultraproduct of R. 
A similar approach, but invoking Hahn's theorem, was used in [7] to show that 
the variety of lattice-ordered groups is generated as a quasivariety by the integers. 
1. PREL IMINARIES  ON R IESZ SPACES 
We recall some facts concerning Riesz spaces that can be found in [8], for example. 
Definition 1.1. By an ideal ofa  Riesz space A is meant a vector subspace I of A 
that is convex (or solid), meaning that a, b • I and a ~< c ~< b imply c c I. An ideal 
P is called prime if a A b • P implies that either a • P or b • P. 
As with rings, ideals are the natural objects by which one factorizes Riesz spaces. 
For I an ideal of A, the factor algebra A/ I  consists of all the congruence classes 
a+l={a+b:  b• l} ,wherea•A.  
Theorem 1.2. For an ideal P in a Riesz space A the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) P is prime. 
(ii) I f  a /x b = O, then either a e P or b • P. 
(iii) The quotient Riesz space A /  P is linearly ordered. 
(iv) The set o f  ideals containing P is a chain. 
Theorem 1.3. Let A be a Riesz space. Then 
N{P:  Pis a prime ideal in A} = {0}. 
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The following result is a standard universal algebraic result that follows from 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. 
Theorem 1.4. Let A be a Riesz space. Then the mapping 
cb . A ~ 1-I{A/ P: P is a prime ideal}, 
defined by Cb(a)(P) = a + P for all a c A and all prime ideals' P of  A, is an 
embedding of  A into [ J{A/P: P is aprime ideal}. Thus, A is embeddable into a 
product of  linearly ordered Riesz spaces. 
2. ULTRAPRODUCT EMBEDDINGS 
The following well-known result can be found in [4, Theorem 2.14], for example. 
Theorem 2.1. Every first-order structure can be embedded into an ultraproduct of 
its finitely generated substructures. 
Since a Riesz space is a first-order structure, each Riesz space B can be embedded 
into an ultraproduct of  its finitely generated subalgebras, i.e., B c SPu(Fg(B)),  
where Fg(B) is the set of all finitely generated subalgebras of B. I f  we assume that 
B is a linearly ordered Riesz space, then each finitely generated subalgebra of  B is 
also linearly ordered. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  B is an n-generated linearly ordered Riesz space, then B has at 
most n + 1 ideals. 
Proof. Since B is linearly ordered, the ideals of B form a chain. Suppose that there 
exist distinct nontrivial ideals 11 . . . . .  In+j of B such that 
{0} C 11 C - . -  C l , ,+l  
forms an n + 2 element chain. The li form a strictly increasing chain of  linear 
subspaces of  the vector space B, so dim li+l > dim// for every 1 ~< i ~< n, if we 
write l ,+l = B. It follows that dim B ~> n + 1. On the other hand, since the Riesz 
space B is linearly ordered, any set of  generators will generate B as a vector space 
as the v and A operators do not give any new elements. Thus, the assumption that 
B is n-generated implies that dim B ~ n, in contradiction with the assumption that 
B has more than n + 1 ideals, which led to the conclusion that dim B ~> n + 1. [] 
Theorem 2.3. The following are equivalent: 
(i) B is a linearly ordered Riesz space whose ideal lattice is an n + l element 
chain. 
(ii) B is isomorphic to R~e x. 
(iii) B is an n-generated linearly ordered Riesz space. 
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Proof. (i) ==~ (ii) Let {0} = I0 C I1 C -.- C In = B be the chain of  ideals of  B. Since 
each ideal l j  is also a Riesz space with l j_ 1 as an ideal, we may construct the simple 
factor Riesz space Ij ~l j_  i. Since every simple Riesz space is isomorphic to R, we 
have that each l j / l j _ l  ~- IlL In particular, diml i / I i _ l  = 1 so I i / I i - i  is generated 
by a single element, say ai ÷ Ii-1, for some ai E I i \ l i - l .  Without loss of  generality, 
we may choose each ai > 0. By standard linear algebra arguments, it is easy to see 
that dim B = n and {al . . . . .  an} is a basis of  B. 
What remains is to establish that the lexicographic order in R n corresponds to 
the order of  the Riesz space B via the bijection (L1 . . . . .  Ln) ~ zin=l ~.iai from 11{ n
onto B. 
For this, let x = ~7-1 )~iai ~ O, which implies that x > 0 or -x  > 0 because the 
Riesz space B is linearly ordered. Let j be the largest index i such that ~-i ~;& 0. 
I f  ~.j > 0 then bj :=  )~jaj > 0 and bj ~ l j- l .  Since x ~ x + l j - i  is a Riesz 
homomorphism from the Riesz space l j  to the linearly ordered Riesz space l j / l j _ l ,  
the element bj + lj-I of  l j / l j -1 is nonzero and positive, hence strictly positive. 
This, in turn, implies that y + bj > 0 for every y ~ l j -1.  Since x = y + bj with 
j - I  
Y = Y]~i=l ~'iai E lj-1, it follows that x > 0. Similarly )~j < 0 implies that x < 0, 
and we have proved that the lexicographic order in ]1{ n corresponds to the order of  
the Riesz space B via the bijection (~1 . . . . .  Xn) ~ z in=l  )~iai from ~n onto B. 
That (ii) implies (iii) is immediate. 
(iii) =~ (i) By Lemma 2.2, the ideal lattice of  B is a chain of  at most n + 1 
elements. I f  we suppose that the ideal lattice of  B has fewer than n + 1 elements, 
then, by (i) =¢, (ii), B is isomorphic to R~e x for some m < n and hence is 
m-generated, a contradiction. Thus, B has exactly n ÷ 1 ideals. [] 
We next show that lR[e x can be embedded into an ultraproduct of  the Riesz space 
R with the usual order. 
Let L/be an ultrafilter over the set of  natural numbers, N, containing all cofinite 
subsets of  N (i.e., all X C N such that the complement of  X in N is finite). 
Denote by IR r~ the set of  all sequences of  real numbers and let Iu be the set of  all 
sequences (Yk)kcr~ ~ ]~r~ for which {k ~ N: y~ = 0} ~ H. Then lu is an ideal in the 
Riesz space ~r~. 
Define a map h : ~n ~ i~r~ / l u by 
h( (x l  . . . . .  Xn)) = (kxl + k2x2 +. . .  + knXn)k~N + IU 
j=l  I kcN 
Lemma 2.4. The map h : lR[e x ~ RN I Iu is a Riesz embedding. 
Proof. It is clear that h is a linear map in the sense that it preserves + and 
multiplication by constants. To see that the order is preserved, suppose (Xl . . . . .  xn), 
(yi . . . . .  yn) 6 IR n and (Xl . . . . .  Xn) <Lex (Yl . . . . .  Yn)- Let j be the largest index for 
which xj # y j ,  so yj -x j  > 0. Regardless of  the values ofxl  . . . . .  xj  and yl . . . . .  y j,  
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m j (yj - xj ) witl eventually dominate m (x 1 - Y l ) + "'" + m j -  1 (X j _  1 - -  Y j -  I ), i.e., 
there exists m such that for all k ~> m, 
kJ (y j  - -x  j )  7> k (x l  - Yl) +""-t-kJ- l (xj -1 - Y j - l ) .  
Thus, {k 6 N: kyl + ... + kJyj > kx l  _t_ " "  q- kJxj} is cofinite in 1~, hence 
{k c N: kyl + . . .  + kn yn > kxl +""  + kn xn } ELl, 
so h((xl . . . . .  xn)) < h((yl . . . . .  Yn)). This also implies the injectivity o fh .  [] 
Thus, we have shown that each linearly ordered Riesz space is a subalgebra of  an 
ultraproduct of  its finitely generated subalgebras, each of  which is a subalgebra of  
an ultraproduct of/R. Moreover, each Riesz space A is a subalgebra of  a product of 
linearly ordered Riesz spaces. Thus, we have 
A c SPSPu SPu (IR). 
By properties of the class operators S, P and Pu, see [4], we have 
A 6 SPPu(R), 
hence we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 2.5. The variety of  Riesz spaces is generated as a quasivariety by ~, i.e., 
7~ = SPPu (JR). 
A standard model-theoretic conclusion of  this result is given below. By a quasi- 
identity is meant a first-order sentence of  the type 
) ] (g2) si(2) = ti(2) ~ u(2) = v(2) , 
where 2 is a finite sequence of  variables and the si 's, ti 's, u and v are any terms in 
the language of Riesz spaces. In the special case that there are no si's or ti 'S, the 
sentence (V2) [u (2) = v (2) 1 is called an identity. 
Corollary 2.6. A quasi-identity is satisfied by the class of  all Riesz spaces f ,  and 
only if, it is' satisfied by R. 
Since SPPu (R) is a subclass of HSP(R), which is a subclass of  7-Z, we also have 
the following result. 
Corollary 2.7. The variety of  Riesz spaces is" generated as a variety by E, i.e., 
7~ : HSP(R). Thus, an identity is" satisfied by all Riesz spaces if, and only if, it is 
satisfied by •. 
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For interest we mention a related result, which can be found in [5], which states 
that the class of all Archimedean Riesz spaces is precisely the class SP(R). That 
is, the Archimedean Riesz spaces are precisely the function spaces into R and their 
subspaces. 
3. FINITELY GENERATED RIESZ SPACES 
We give a description of the finitely generated (not necessarily linearly ordered) 
Riesz spaces. We shall employ some results and ideas from the previous section. 
The result is similar to the extension of Hahn's theorem done for lattice-ordered 
groups in [2], for example. 
By a root system we mean a partially ordered set F such that for each y c F the 
set {6 c F: Y ~< 6} is a chain. 
For a root system F in which all chains are finite, we define a Riesz space V(F, R) 
as follows. The universe is the set l-I×er R and addition and scalar multiplication 
are pointwise. The positive elements of V(F, R) are defined as follows: For x = 
(x(y))×~r ~ V(F, R), 
0 ~< x iff, for each chain C in F, 
• x(g) = 0 for each y 6 C or 
• x(y) > 0 for the greatest Y 6 C for which x(y) is nonzero. 
The order on V(F, R) is then defined by: 
x<.y  iff O<~y-x .  
We proceed to describe the meet of x, y ~ V(F, R). Let Y be a maximal element of 
F for which x(y) ¢ y(g). Then, 
• for each 6 > Y in the root structure, (x A y)(6) = x(6) = y(6) and 
• for each 6 ~< y in the root structure, 
[x(6) i fx (y )<y(y) ,  
(x Ay)(6) = y(6) i fy (v)  <x(y) .  
We recall the following facts concerning prime ideals in a Riesz space, which can 
be found in [8]. By a cover of an ideal I we mean an ideal J such that I C J and 
there does not exist any ideal K such that I C K C J. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a Riesz space. 
(i) Each prime ideal of  A contains a minimal prime ideal. 
(ii) For each element a E A, i f  a ~ O, then there exists a prime ideal that is maximal 
amongst all ideals not containing a. 
(iii) Each proper prime ideal of  A has a unique cover. 
(iv) An ideal containing aprime ideal must itself be prime. 
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Let B be a finitely generated Riesz space and consider a prime ideal P of B. By 
Theorem 1.2 the set of all ideals containing P forms a chain which, by a standard 
correspondence theorem, is isomorphic to the ideal lattice of B/P.  Since P is 
prime, B/P  is linearly ordered and, since B is finitely generated, by {al  . . . . .  an} 
say, B/P  is finitely generated by {at + P . . . . .  an + P}. We may therefore apply 
Lemma 2.2 to conclude that the ideal lattice of B/P  is a finite chain, which gives 
us the following result. 
Lemma 3.2. I f  B is a finitely generated Riesz space and P is any prime ideal of 
B, then the lattice of ideals of B containing P is a finite chain. In particular, the set 
of proper prime ideals of B forms a root system with respect to the ordering c_. 
For a finitely generated Riesz space B, we use F(B) to denote the set of proper 
prime ideals of B. Then, as above, we may define the Riesz space V(F(B), R) based 
on the root system of proper prime ideals of B. 
Theorem 3.3. I f  B is a finitely generated Riesz space, then B is embeddable into 
V(F(B), R). 
Proof. For each I c F(B), let I* to denote the unique ideal covering I. Then I* is 
a Riesz space with I as a maximal ideal, So I*/ I  is a simple Riesz space, hence it 
is isomorphic to R. In particular, I*/ I  is generated by a single element. Choose any 
positive element at ~ I*\ I  such that al + I generates I*/I .  
We shall define a map that assigns to each b 6 B an element/~ c V(F(B), R). 
That is, for each I c F(B) we assign a real number/5(I). Fix b c B and I c F(B). 
Consider the finite chain I = I0 C ll C -.. C In-1 C B of ideals containing I, 
where we write B = In. Note that k = I/*_ l for 1 ~< i ~< n. The Riesz space B/ I  is 
linearly ordered and n-generated and, as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, the mapping 
()~1 . . . . .  )~n) ~ ~f~in_l )~iali_ 1 ÷ I is an isomorphism from the Riesz space Rf.ex 
onto the Riesz space B/I .  We set/~(I) ---- )~1 when b + I = ~i=ln )~iali ~ ÷ I. This 
completes the definition of the mapping b w-~/; from B to V(F(B), IR). Note that 
b ~ I implies/~(I) = 0. 
Let I = I0 C Ij C .-. C In be the chain of prime ideals as above. Then the 
mapping b ~-~/~(I) is equal to the composition of the homomorphism b ~-+ b + I 
from the Riesz space B onto the Riesz space B/1, followed by the isomorphism 
Z n 
i=1 Xiali 1 AV I ~ ()~1 . . . . .  )~n) from the Riesz space B/I  onto the Riesz space 
R" followed by the linear projection from the vector space R n onto the first Lex '  
component R. This shows that for every I ~ F(B) the mapping b ~/~( I )  is a linear 
form on the vector space B, which means that b ~/~ is a linear mapping from B to 
the vector space V(F(B), R). 
I f  b ~ 0, then there exists an 1 c F(B) such that b ~ I. Let I = I0 C Ii C 
• -. C In I be the chain of proper ideals containing I. Then {)(li-l) = )~i for 
1 <~ i <~ n i fb + I = ~;-~'i'=1 ~iali 1 AV I. Since b + I is a nonzero element of B/ l  and 
2 i=1 )~iali-i ÷ I ~ ()~1 . . . . .  )%~) is an isomorphism from the Riesz space B/ I  onto 
the Riesz space R[ex, it follows that/~(li-l) ~ 0 for some 1 ~< i ~< n, hence/~ ¢ 6. 
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This establishes that the map is one-to-one. Furthermore, if b > 0 then b + I > 0 in 
B/1, hence ~.j > 0 if j denotes the greatest index i such that ~-i ~;& 0. This proves 
that b > 0. 
To show that the map is a Riesz homomorphism, according to [8], we need only 
show that i fb A c = 0, then/~ A g = 6. So, suppose b, c E B and b A c = 0. Then b ~> 0 
and c/> 0 and for each prime ideal I we have either b 6 1 or c 6 I (by Theorem 1.2), 
hence/~(I) = 0 or ?(I) = 0. Consider a maximal prime ideal 1 for which/,( I )  
?(I). Without loss of generality, suppose/~(I) ~ 0 and g(I) = 0. Then for all ideals 
J D I we have/~(J) = g(J) = 0, so I is a maximal prime ideal for which/~(I) 5~ 0, 
hence/~(I) > 0 since b > 0. Thus, for each prime ideal K c I, (/~ A g)(K) = g(K). 
We claim that ?(K) = 0 for each such K. Suppose this is not true: then for some 
K _ I we have g(K) ~ O, which implies that c ~ K. But b ~ I and K ___ I so b ~ K, 
contradicting the fact that either b E K or c 6 K. Thus,/~ A g = 6. [] 
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